EEMBC Membership

EEMBC Test Harness
EEMBC Scoring Methods
• "Out-of-the-box" scores:
• Standard EEMBC source code
• Any publicly available compiler
• Any compiler optimizations
• Must report compiler and switches
• "Full-fury" scores:
• Can rewrite EEMBC source code 
Overall Performance Comparison
• Bigger caches and higher clock speeds = fastest raw performance • Task decomposition: Takes a single algorithm and parallelize it to share its workload over multiple processors
• Multiple Algorithms: Examines how the bigger system, including the OS, handles the workloads from multiple concurrent algorithms.
• Multiple Streams: Examines the bigger system, but concentrates more on the data throughput, and how a system can handle multiple 'channels' of data. • Question: Is EEMBC accepting code donations to include into its benchmark standard?
Academia Using EEMBC To Help Support Research Projects
• Answer: Absolutely. Currently working on an awards program.
Time for a Pop Quiz
• Question: How does EEMBC deal with the increasing challenge of developing benchmarks to test platforms of growing complexity?
• Answer: EEMBC is interested in establishing sponsored code development programs
